These results computed on a classical computer show promise in constructing a quantum circuit to simulate diagonalized generic many-particle Hamiltonians using polynomial number of gates.
Introduction
Simulating time evolution of quantum manyparticle systems is exponentially difficult using existing classical algorithms. Quantum algorithms show promise in providing the equivalent simulations in polynomial time. Improvements in the Suzuki-Trotter approximation for time evolution on a quantum computer are recent developments [1] . It has been shown that Hamltonians on a quantum computer cannot be time evolved faster than linear time [2] . This provides a theoretical road block for diagonalizing Hamiltonians.
If there are n unitary transformations U i , such that a Hamiltonian H is transformed to be diagonal
where [D k , D j ] = 0 and˜ is a residue error, then the time evolution of a state |ψ becomes e −iHt |ψ ≈ e
where fast forwarding in time becomes faster than linear time, thus suggesting a violation of the no fast forwarding theorem [2] . However, a recent article [3] provides a hypothesis that the Hamiltonian could be transformed into diagonal form in polynomial time under certain conditions. We propose a new classical algorithm which shows numerical results of polynomial scaling of the number of global Jacobi unitary transformations U i with respect to the number of spins in a 1D transverse field Ising model. This classical algorithm uses a specific version of the matrix product density operators [4] called the Pauli LA- UR-19-24675 products representation, which performs numerical diagonalization by outputting the equivalent spin-z model with the same eigenvalue spectral function. All U i are simple Jacobi Pauli products which suggests easier translation into quantum circuit unitary gate design. We motivate this research specific to the 1D transverse field Ising model, because it is a well studied model with a known analytic solution. See [5] for an example of its use.
Though this algorithm is flexible to start diagonalizing any k-body interacting many-particle Hamiltonian it is not a stand-alone algorithm that extracts meaningful eigenvalue information and must be paired with other methods that can extract meaningful eigenvalue information from the final diagonalized form in the spin-z representation in polynomial time. Instead we show diagonlizing specific examples can be done in polynomial time on a classical computer. At the time of submission, there does not exist a theorem that proves or disproves the existence of classical algorithms that can diagonalize k-body interacting many-particle Hamiltonian into the spin-z representation in polynomial time.
This paper is outlined as follows: First section discusses preliminaries for the Pauli product representation. Second section shows numerical results calibrating the proposed algorithm written in the Pauli products representation and its use to diagonalize the 1D transverse field Ising model for various number of spins. Third section outlines the design of the algorithm written in the Pauli products representation. Fourth section discusses open questions regarding the Pauli products representation for classical algorithms. Fifth section concludes our findings. Final section provides relevant supplementary material in the form of theorems, lemmas, corollaries, and definitions.
Preliminaries
The identity matrix and the Pauli matrices
span a space of 2×2 matrices that are fundamental in the construction of Pauli product representation. Throughout this paper we refer to Pauli product representation as the gamma representation. A gamma matrix
contains n 2 × 2 matrices, Pauli matrices X, Y, Z and identity I, in sequential Kronecker product, spanning a matrix space 2 n ×2 n , where each Pauli matrix and identity matrix is uniquely specified by the binary bits of p, q = 0, · · · , 2 n − 1. See definition 3 for more information. The integers p, q have meaning about the properties of its gamma matrix. The bits of p determine which groups of matrices to pick from: (I, Z) or (X, Y ). Notice that each group contains matrices whose non-zero elements are either in the diagonal or off-diagonal of a 2×2 matrix. The bits of q determine whether an alternating sign is included in the chosen matrices. Notice that (I, X) have non-zero matrix elements with no alternating sign, and (Z, Y ) have alternating sign. The chosen name for Γ as gamma matrix is inspired by the gamma matrices of Dirac's equation. For example, using definition 3 the gamma matrices from Dirac's equation can be written as
Any Hamiltonian H in a finite dimensional Hilbert space can be expressed as a weighted sum of the gamma-matrices,
See theorem 2. For example
All of the diagonal elements of a matrix are contained in the weights of the Γ p,q when p = 0. See theorem 4. If a matrix is diagonalized in the gamma representation, then all gammaelements are zero except the diagonal elements, and a one-dimensional Walsh-Hadamard transform is needed to convert the gamma diagonal elements into eigenvalues.
The gamma-matrices form an algebraic group under matrix multiplication. Theorem 5 shows that two gamma matrices in matrix product Γ p,q ,Γ r,s are equal to one gamma-matrix in the LA-UR-19-24675 same algebraic group Γ p r,q s times a structure constant f r,s p,q which only has four possible values 1, −1, i, −i, where p r is the bitwise exclusive-OR of p and q. See definitions 1 and 2.
The gamma matrices are self-similar under tensor products of each other. For example the following tensor product
where P = p 1 ⊕ p 2 and Q = q 1 ⊕ q 2 , and ⊕ is the bitwise concatenation operator. This property is useful in representing a large Hilbert space as a concatenation of smaller Hilbert spaces. See theorem 7 for more information.
The transverse field Ising model [5]
has the single spin-z diagonal form of
as shown in [5] . It should be noted that the diagonal form in the spin-z representation with the fixed spectral function of its eigenvalues is not guaranteed to be unique. See theorem 9. This means equation 9 is not the only spectral function for equation 8, and it is possible to have many interacting spin-z terms in the diagonal form with the same eigenvalues. Due to the large number of diagonal terms discovered during our simulations, it was not practical to compute all of their eigenvalues to test if the diagonalization was correct. Instead we provide a small example of a Hermitian matrix of 6 random gamma elements and provide numerical evidence of its convergence to its true eigenvalues in the next section.
Results
To test our new classical algorithm using the Pauli products representation we computed the eigenvalues for the sparse gamma matrix listed in table 1 for calibration. Figure 1 Fig. 1. using theorem 10. The green line shows the increase in sparse memory during each diagonalization step. The simulation achieved a relative error, using theorem 10, of 10 −6 with 16 sparse diagonal elements.
Note: We used the Python Scipy Coordinate Format (COO) [6] to solve the eigenvalues of the sparse matrix in table 1 using its traditional matrix form. COO does not permit a solution of all the eigenvalues of a sparse matrix, but rather provides 2 less then the total number of eigenvalues, and does not guarantee that the last two eigenvalues are always the smallest in magnitude. This created a problem in comparing the eigenvalues between the two methods. We used a Hungarian algorithm script [7] to find the best pairwise minimum difference between the two list of eigenvalues, (254) vs. (256), to construct figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates diagonalization scaling performance of the 1D transverse field Ising model for the number of spins ranging from 3 to 22. The largest computation time on a single CPU task and one of the plotted curves was around 4 hours. There are two error threshold parameters in the simulation: Any gamma element that falls below |h p,q | ≤ χ in magnitude is deleted (dlt) after each diagonalization step. The simulation stops (stp) when error is achieved, defined as
where 0 ≤ ≤ 1. Note: From the preliminary section˜ = and requires solving a non-trivial equation to translate the two. The following error thresholds were simulated:
The vertical axis of the top subplot in figure 2 labels the total number of unitary transformations to diagonalize the Hamiltonian within the error thresholds, and the vertical axis of the bottom Hermitian matrix with 6 randomly weighted gamma matrices diagonalized using S and compared to its true eigenvalues using Python Scipy module. "egndff" in red is the relative difference between the calculated and true eigenvalues. "lstn" are the total number of gamma elements stored in memory at any given moment.
subplot labels the number of gamma elements stored in memory. Both subplots show polynomial scaling with respect to the number of spins in the Hamiltonian.
Algorithm Design
Lemma 8 and 9 provide the framework on how to diagonalize in the Pauli products representation. Theorem 8 proves that any finite dimensional Hamiltonian can be diagonalized up to some error threshold in the Pauli products representation. The unitary transformation is defined as U r,s (φ) = cos(φ)I + i sin(φ)Γ r,s and it is a global Jacobi unitary transformation acting on
Global means matrix multiplication between two gamma matrices using traditional indices use all indices and not a subspace of those indices. The algorithm needs to find the best Γ r,s and φ to maximize the diagonal norm
at each step. The algorithm steps to achieve diagonalilzation in the Pauli product representation are listed as follows:
The first step is to find the largest vector norm of find_maximum s (h r,qr ) elements with fixed r is
where r, s have n bits, r = 010 · · · , and s n−1 , s n−2 , s n−3 , are the bits of s defining which of the two Pauli matrices to pick in the specified sequential Kronecker product. Once the largest vector norm is found, then the best choice of r is found. The second step is to find the largest list of sparse elements for fixed r that either commute (0) or anti-commute (1) with sparse diagonal elements. This is determined by evaluating the equation q 0 · r mod 2 = (0) or (1), where q 0 · r is the bitwise inner product, over the sparse diagonal elements indexed by q 0 .
If the anti-commuting case is the largest population, then the best s is determined by evaluating the matrix product of all of the diagonal elements with the off-diagonal elements for fixed r and finding the largest common factor of the matrix products. This is evaluated as
where q 0 are the indices spanning the diagonal elements, q r are the indices spanning the offdiagonal elements for fixed r, and is the bitwise exclusive-OR.
If the commuting case is the largest population, then the best s is determined by toggling the bits of s until s · r mod 2 = 1 is satisfied.
We hypothesize without proof that their are two reasons why this new classical algorithm may bypass exponential complexity theory: First it includes error thresholds to delete small terms less than χ during each diagonalization step and final diagonalization stops when total error convergense has been achieved. Second the final diagonalized form is a spin-z model which is exponentially hard to extract all of its eigenvalues.
Regarding specific types of Hamiltonians that cannot have polynomial scaling complexity using this method are the Hamiltonians that have unbounded simultaneous particle interactions, because translating those Hamiltonians into the Pauli products representation will have an exponential number of sparse elements to be stored in memory. As of now there are no theorems that prove or disprove the exponential scaling complexity of this algorithm for any non-trivial classes of Hamiltonians. For example can this new method diagonalize all Hamiltonians that have truncated number of simultaneous particle interactions? If not, can we reduce the class of Hamiltonians further until we find ones that do scale polynomially?.
Regarding designing quantum circuits, it is not obvious how to translate this Pauli products representation into a sequence of unitary gates that fully diagonalize a Hamiltonian. It has the advantage that each unitary transformation operation is all simple Pauli products, but translating the Boolean algebraic rules outlined in the section on algorithm design into equivalent quantum circuit logic is an open question.
Conclusion
We have provided a new method using the Pauli products to construct a classical algorithm that diagonalizes a 1D transverse field Ising model for various number of spins. The data suggests polynomial scaling complexity. The diagonalization is in the representation of a commuting basis, but extracting the eigenvalues is NP-hard. This scaling complexity shows promise in finding a quantum circuit that fully diagnoalizes a Hamiltonian in polynomial scaling complexity. In order for this research to be useful for others, it needs to be paired with other methods that can extract meaningful results from the final diagonal form in the spin-z representation in polynomial time. (2), then p, q, r ∈ (0, 1) are bits. Let p q be XOR of p, q, and p ∧ q be AND of p, q, then , ∧ : p × q → GF (2) .
• Addition (logical-exclusive-or, XOR). • Associativity. For addition p (q r) = (p q) r, and multiplication p ∧ (q ∧ r) = (p ∧ q) ∧ r.
• Commutativity. For addition (q r) = (r q), and multiplication (q ∧ r) = (r ∧ q).
• Identity. For addition p 0 = p and multiplication p ∧ 1 = p.
• Inverse. For addition p p = 0 and multiplication p ∧ p = 1, only for p = 0.
• Distributivity. p ∧ (q r) = (p ∧ q) (p ∧ r).
• Addition with Carry. Let +, * be addition and multiplication for two integers respectively, then p + q = p q + 2 * (p ∧ q). (2), except addition with carry, and gains additional properties as follows: Let m be a positive integer, B(m) ∈ (0, · · · , 2 m − 1) be the vector binary field of bit length m, p, q ∈ B(m), and p j , q j ∈ GF (2) , then
Definition 2. Vector Binary Field. The vector binary field inherits all properties of GF
p j = floor(p/2 j ) mod 2, and , ∧ : p×q → B(m).
• Addition.
• Multiplication.
• Metric.
• Metric Addition with Carry. Taken from lemma 1, let +, * be addition and multiplication of integers respectively, then
Caution. s · (p q) = s · (p + q) is ill-defined, because + implies addition with carry and p + q can have more bits then s.
Caution. 2s·p and (2s)·p are ill-defined, because (2s) can have more bits then p.
Note. Throughout this paper we extend the (·) operation to the case s · (p ∧ q) = s · p · q for shorthand notation.
• Kronecker Delta. 
Proof. By bitwise decomposing
By substituting 
Proof. By expanding integers into bits,
By expanding sum of exponents into products and evaluating the sum over k r = 0, 1, 
If any of the bits of s r q r = 1, then the whole sum is zero. The only case when the sum is nonzero is when all s r q r = 0, thus
Proof. First expand lemma 3 into kth bits,
and construct their two truth tables. Table 3 indicates (0, 1, 2, 3) ←→ (0, 1, 3, 2) is bijective, 
A.2 Γ-matrices Decomposition
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Proof. The Python script below import numpy a s np d e f gamma( p , q , i , j ) : r e s = np . b i t w i s e _ x o r ( p , i ) r e s = np . b i t w i s e _ x o r ( r e s , j ) i f ( r e s ==0): r e s=np . bitwise_and ( p , q ) r e s=r e s +2 * np . bitwise_and ( q , i ) r e t u r n 1 j * * (− r e s ) e l s e : r e t u r n 0 mat=np . z e r o s ( ( 2 , 2 ) Proof. We show that the space of all complex 2 m × 2 m × 2 m × 2 m -tensors N represents a matrix space isomorphism of C n,n , if n = 2 m ×2 m = 2 2m . First, there is a one-to-one map of a tensor Γ ∈ N to a matrixW ∈ C n,n mediated by the reindexing (p, q) → s, and (j, k) → i, Γ pq jk →W s i , i.e., associating each pair of pairs ((p, q), (j, k)) to an index pair (s, i). The matrix space structure of N follows immediately. From Lemma 6, we transform
by using lemma 5.
Since the mapping of (p, q) ←→ d, (i, k) ←→ y, and (r, s) ←→ f , is one-to-one, and f, d, y = 0, · · · , 2 2m − 1 span the same range of integers, then 2 −m (W d y ) * is the matrix inverse ofW f y and all Γs are linearly independent. 
A.3 Γ-matrices Properties
where
Lemma 5. Γ-matrices Hermiticity. Let Γ pq ik be a gamma matrix, then
Using lemma 1
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Lemma 6. Γ-matrices Orthogonality. Let p, q, i, j = 0, · · · , 2 m − 1, and Γ pq ik be a gamma matrix, then Tr(Γ pq Γ rs ) = 2 m δ pr δ qs .
Proof. By substituting Def. 3 into Lemma 6,
Evaluate the sum over non-zero values for δ(i k p) by substituting i ⇒ k p,
By substituting k k = 0,
Using lemma 1 to substitute (−1) q·(k p)+s·k = (−1) (s q)·k+q·p ,
Using lemma 2 to substitute
By substituting, p ⇒ r and q ⇒ s into (i) p·q−r·s = 1, Proof. We insert Def. 3 into theorem 3,
The term δ(i j p) is zero unless j = p i, thus
We factor out terms from the sum not depending on i,
We define a new matrix Z pi = Y p i,i . From lemma 3, for every index pair (p, i) there is a unique (p i, i) and vice versa, then all elements in Y can be swapped using in-place memory to obtain Z and consumes N 2 number of steps. Thus
Each row with fixed p is evaluated independently. The sum over i with kernel function (−1) q·i for each row p is a one-dimensional WalshHadamard transform, which can be computed in O(N ln(N )) number of steps and using in-place memory [8] . Since there are N rows of fixed p, the total computation time is O (N 2 ln(N ) ). Note. The xor swap from Y p i,i to Z pi has a theoretical lower limit of O(N 2 ) number of steps. Practical implementations of the xor swap have shown an upper limit of O(N 2 log(N )) steps, because a naive sequential instruction of the xor swap will cause double swapping which will undo the previous attempts to swap elements. A special branching recursive algorithm similar to the fast Walsh-Hadamard transform was required to prevent double swapping of the same elements. The worst column to swap is the last column, because its column index has all of its bits set to one, and since there are log(N ) number of bits in LA-UR-19-24675 the last column index, it requires N log(N ) number of steps to perform the xor swap. However, all columns before it require fewer steps because their column indices have fewer set bits.
Theorem 4. Diagonal elements. Combining theorem 3 with lemma 6, define the inverse gamma transformation
then X 0,q contains all information exclusive to the diagonal elements Y i,i and vice versa.
Proof. Starting from definition 3
By setting i = j
Since i i = 0, then p = 0 are the only non-zero terms in the sum, thus
which is an invertible Walsh-Hadamard transform. 
By evaluating the sum of non-zero terms with k = p i and combining exponents,
δ(i j p r) . (58)
Using lemma 1, 
By reducing terms and using lemma 1,
All bitwise operations involving ·, ∧, on the integers p, q, r, s can be computed in O(m) number of steps, because m is the number of their bits.
Theorem 6. Gamma-matrices Commutation. Let p, q, r, s = 0, · · · , 2 m − 1, then Γ pq , Γ rs commute when (p · s − q · r) mod 2 = 0 and anticommute when (p · s − q · r) mod 2 = 1.
Proof. Using theorem 5, express both commuting and anti-commuting cases with ±1.
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Proof. From theorem 4, it was shown h 0,q contains all exclusive information of the diagonal elements, thus maximizing the first row p = 0 in the gamma representation is equivalent to maximizing the diagonal norm in the traditional matrix representation. Starting from lemmas 8 and 9
q·r−p·s
remains unchanged using U (φ), thus 
are the only elements that change when mapping h p,q → h p,q . To maximize the diagonal norm, set p = 0 and find φ that sets (X ) rs p=0 to the largest positive value, because (X ) rs p=0 is the difference between the diagonal norm and its off-diagonal counterpart. Since (X ) rs p and (Y ) rs p have their own norm preserved under their respective twodimensional rotation using the angle φ, if (X ) rs p=0 is maximized, then (Y ) rs p=0 must be zero. Since (Y ) rs p=0 is the inner product of the diagonal row vector h 0,q and off-diagonal row vector One can extrapolate to more general cases by performing norm preserving rotations on the single non-zero elements in the diagonal and off-diagonal row to construct multiple non-zero values in each row and their vector orthogonality will remain unchanged using the same inner product.
Theorem 9. Non-uniqueness of diagonal form. Let n be a positive integer, Proof. For n = 1,
The spectral function has the degree of freedom that the positions of its eigenvalues can change positions in the matrix, thus
Thus for n = 1, Γ 0,k = I, Z is unique and ±d k is unique.
For n = 2, extract the eigenvalues of Z ⊗ Z using diag(Z ⊗ Z) = {(1) 0 , (−1) 1 , (−1) 2 , (1) 3 },
